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unreliable or variable, and not duralle. A
stationary hook or looper, combined with a
peculiar action to the needle, has also been
invented
patented; but I need not refer
State of Virginia, has invented certain new to Such anand
here, the present inn
and useful Improvementsin Sewing-Machines; provement arrangement
to a traveling hook or
and I do hereby declare that the following is a looper; and,relating
as it may appear, but not.
full, clear, and exact description thereof, ref. So l'enaarkablestrange
when
the difficulty to be en
erence being had to the accompanying draw
is considered, thougll hooks or loop
ings, which form part of this specification, and collatered
l'evolving continuously or in the same
in which the several figures, from 1 to 10, in ers
direction have before been used in combina
clusive, represent elevations, plan and detail tion
with shuttles or thread-cases-that is, in
views of a sewing-machine constructed accord double-thread
inachines and in single-thread
ing to his invention.
achines for naking a different kind of stitch
It is an acknowledged distinct suject-mat aan hook
louper having such a direct or posi
ter of invention when referring to single or tive andoradvantageous
of action or run
double thread sewing-machines, or when re has never, previously tocourse
this invention, been
ferring to a machine for making one form of a used in single-thread inachines
for making a
To all, whon, it inlay concein:
Be it known that JAMEs E. A. GIBBs, of
Millpoint, in the county of Pocahontas and

Stitch as compared with another machine for
making a different kind of stitch, whether a
single or douille thread be used. Such differ
ences are distinct and positive, and serve to
discriminate in the art of sewing by nachinery
between peculiarities almost as listinct as sew
ing is distinct from weaving.
The preseat improvement relates to that de
scription of sewing by machinery wirici is
known as the “single-threatl chain-stitch,'
and no allusion here is necessay, inder the

recognized division above specified, to any
other than such single-thread unachines as pro

duce a chain-stitch. This for in of stitch is so

old and well known that it need scarcely be
described as consisting of a series or sticces
sion of ioops, each successive loop passing

through the preceding, and thereby preventing

it from being drawn out. Such stitci inas a
neatness, strength, and value peculiarly its
own, and is an acknowledged superio form of

stitch for the simple single-thread machine.
The various contlivances which have beea
adopted for operation in connection with the
needle to produce this stitch consist in recip
rocating or partially revolving hooks, which,
catching the one loop formed by the needie in
its passage through the cloth, hold and turn
the loop for the succeeding loop to pass through
it. Such reciprocating or reversing action of

chain or crochet stitch. But this invention is
not the mere application of a look always
traveling in the same direction. A peculiarity
of construction is necessary for the action of
such hook in concert with the needle to pro
duce a chain-stitch. It is not sufficient that
the revolving hook should merely catch and
distend or spread the loor, as in the case of
double-thread machines, for the passage of the
shuttle or thread-case, with its locking-thread,
through the loop, but it addition to pulling
the loop open, or pulling on the open loop, the
hook must draw the loop sidewise and spread
the loop open in the path of the needle, for the
passage of the succeeding loop formed out of
the same thread therethrough, and the hook
must so operate on the several loops and re
lease and take up new loops in rapid stucces
sion. This is a delicate and difficult duty for
a hook traveling in one direction only to per'.
form in concert with a reciprocating needle

that, in addition to passing the loop through
the cloth, has, in either its advance or receding
movement, also to draw up of tighten the
double-loop lock or chain stitch; and I here
show an arrangement of such operating book
and needle in which the loop is draw from the
needle by the hook, also spread, and twisted,
and held distended in the path of the needle
until a freshloop is taken by the hook, and the
the hook or looper has many disadvantages, former
loop afterward released from the hook
especially in rapid sewing, and the means to and drawn
up by theiretreat of the needle, and
secure stieh action are very often complicated,
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find the same to be a good working arrange hook, as shown in Fig. 4. The next motion
ment for many purposes; but it is not in all
cases absolutely necessary that the two loops of the hook allows this latter loop to slip off

should be on the hook at the one time.
Referring to the accompanying drawings, the
thread may be conducted to the needle from
the bobbin B by passing through eyes e, as
shown in Figs. , 2, and 3. The needle may
be connected with the needle-arm by a yield
ing joint, which admits of the needle having
a vibratory motion in the direction of the
feed upon the needle-head as a center of oscil
lation. . The needle-arm is shown pivoted at

p, and may receive its vibratory or reciprocat
ing up-and-down motion from a suitably-con

structed wheel, W, into which the tail of the
needle-arm plays or gears with. This wheel
Wis shown as placed eccentrically upon a cir
cular disk, C, which is supported on the cen
ter by a shaft, S, to which it is connected. By
these means every revolution of the shaft S
produces a vibration of the needle-arm, or, in
other words, a needle-stroke.
The shaft S may revolve upon two fixed
bearings, and is arranged to cross the machine
from the rear toward the front, where it ter
minates in a peculiarly-constructed hook, the
shape of which is more or less as shown in
Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of the accompanying
drawings, said figures representing the hook in
different positions which it assumes during

entirely from the hook, as shown in Fig. 5, and .
said loop is then drawn tight by the drawing
open of the new loops. Such is or may be
the action for each revolution of the hook.
From the above description it will be seen
that
the stitch has somewhat of a different
appearance from the ordinary chain-stitch, the.
loops having been twisted half of a revolu
tion, or one hundred and eighty degrees, be-,
tween each successive stitch. This stitch, as
shown in Figs. 9 and 10, has the advantage of being stronger and more compact than the
ordinary chain-stitch; also, of forming a sort
of knot between each stitch to restrain the
thread from being drawn out of the seam by
pulling on it at one end.
The machine may be operated by drawing
the cloth to be sewed under the needle; or, in
other words, the whole force required to drive
the machine may be applied directly to the
cloth itself, which transmits its movement to
the mechanism operating the machine. Thus
a wheel, A, may be arranged the outer pe
riphery of which is flush with the sewing-ta
T, of which the wheel may be said to form
ablepart.
A portion of the rim of the wheel is rough
ened, upon which the cloth to be sewed is
placed and pressed by means of a permanent

each revolution, as referred to hereinafter in
pad or roller, or their equiva
the description of the series of operations the spring-pressure
lents.
This
wheel-gears
into a pinion, E, the
hook has to perform.
of which carries a conical drum, G.
The hook is shown as so arranged in rela shaft
An endless band passing over a regulating
tion to the needle that when the latter shall pulley,
P, connects the drum G with another
have reached its lowest point of stroke the conical drum,
g, the latter being at some dis
hook is just facing the loop which the needle tance
from
the
but the axes of both
has brought through the cloth. The needle, being parallel former,
to each other. The second
then ascending the loop,isloosened and opened, conical
g, is fixed upon a shaft, which
and the hook, which simultaneously advances, carries adrum,
cog-wheel,
K, that gears with a pin
penetrates the loop, as shown in Fig. 4. The on, L, which is secured
ontoarrangements
the hook-shaft.of
loop is next gradually spread by the hook dur The diameter and relative
ing the succeeding portion of its revolution. these
several wheels, pinions, and drums have
Said hook is shown constructed as gradually to be sueh
as to suit convenience and required
swelling in thickness and of concave form speed.
The
of stitch depends upon the
where the loop is in contact, for the purpose velocity of thelength
roughened
Ain relation
of avoiding the drawing of more thread than that of the hook. Saidwheel
wheel therefore is
is necessary. After the loop has thus been to
so arranged that its speed can be regulated by
drawn open it slips off the hook and lodges varying
the position of the endless band on
in an angular recess or groove, r. This takes
conical drums. This may be effected by
place during the time the hook is revolving the
the regulating-pulley P to different
from the position it is shownto occupy in Fig. adjusting
points
in
parallel to the axes of the
5 to the position it is represented in in Fig. 6. cones. Thea line
driving arrangement, however,
The loop is then twisted-that is, the line of of the hook and
and feed of the cloth
thread which was behind the needle is brought may be varied at needle
pleasure.
to the front, while the line of thread which was Having thus fully described the improve
in front of the needle is turned toward the rear ment in sewing-machines for which I desire
of the loop. This is effected by a spur or to secure renewed Letters Patent, I shall set.
cast-off, a, said 'cast-off being so arranged in forth
the claims as follows.
relation to the hook and angular recess that 1. In single-thread sewing-machines, a hook
the loop is spread for the hook's nose to pass or looper revolving in one direction only, be
through on taking a fresh loop from the nee ing
so constructed as to make a series of chain
dle. At thisjuncturethehookhas, or may have, stitches
when needle.
operating in connection with
a
two loops engaged-namely, the fresh loop at
.
the nose of the hook, and the receding loop: reciprocating
The peculiar construction, substantially
which bears against the convex part of the as2.herein
described, of a revolving hook,
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whereby while one loop is taken from the nee- to this specification before subscribing wit.
dle by the hook, spread,twisted, and held dis-nesses.

tended in the path of the needle until another
or fresh loop is taken, the former loop shall
be released and drawn up during the retreat
of the needle.
In testimony whereof I have signed my name

JOHN H. RUCKMAN.
Witnesses: C. W. BEARD,
A. D. AMISS,
JoHN J. KELLlston.

